Wolandano – Malei: Road is blocked 10km from Wolandano in the direction of Malei.

Palu - Lende: Accessible to all vehicles but susceptible to congestion due to landslides along the route.

Pantoloan
Commercial operations have resumed. Currently accessible only to RO/RO, ferries and general cargo ships with onboard cranes due to collapse of quay crane.

Mutia
Sustained damage, usable runway length now 2000m. Operations returning to normal.

Travel time Palu - Poso:
Travel time is 6 hours. Risk of landslides along this route.

Travel time Palu - Mamuju:
Currently 13 hours due to poor road conditions, normally 7 hours

Travel time Makassar – Palu:
Approximately 30 hours.

Travel time by Sea Balikpapan - Palu:
Approximately 20 hours.

Sigi, Gumbasa - Pangana:
Road is accessible but there is risk of landslides along this route.